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ABSTRACT

A plenitude of technology is neither developed in-house nor simply outsourced in dyadic relationships. Instead, we are in a new age where technologies are developed by a networked community of actors and organizations, which base their relations dynamically to each other on a common interest. Such dynamic and networked complexity of technology development is often theoretical explored around the concept of platform, and more recently by employing the concept of ecosystem in an analogy to natural ecosystems. Following the success of open-source software, academics have long been examining openness in digital platforms/ecosystems; however most contributions take the perspective of a single stakeholder from the many that constitute a digital platform/ecosystem. Predominantly, they take the sole perspective of platform providers, those bundling hardware and software or more rarely, the perspective of third-party software developers developing valuable software ‘apps’ that add value to the overall platform. In this conceptual article, we grasp openness more holistically, both by acknowledging that openness means different things to different people and involve all stakeholders within the platforms/ecosystems. Towards the development of a theory of openness within digital settings, we propose six novel aspects of openness for enabling a greater understanding of the open-source software movement with a digital platforms/ecosystems perspective. Moreover, we invite scholars to reconsider the more predominating product-dominant logic in open-source software research to a more holistic logic embracing platforms and ecosystem thinking.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
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1. ON OPENNESS AS GENERALLY ADDRESSED

Most of us already know that Google Android is open, that Apple uses a lot of open-source or that Nokia abandoned its open-source platforms when allying with Microsoft. When following the converging PC and mobile-devices industry, we can easily spot arguments on openness by vendors, analysts, journalists, software application (app) developers, etc. Openness traditionally refers to software products (e.g. Apache or MySQL), but this short paper handles the concept within platforms (i.e. technologies that enable the creation of third-party products and services) and ecosystems (i.e. networks of companies interacting with each other, directly and indirectly, to provide a broad array of products and services).

Academics have long been examining openness in digital platforms/ecosystems: Some investigate the open-source software phenomenon [6, 1]; some review the open-source strategies employed by different platform-vendors [33]; some benchmark the architectural openness of different platform stacks [2]; and many others take the view of software developers by investigating their perceptions of platform openness [10]. Sampling the multidisciplinary relevance of the open-source phenomenon, we observed that many prominent academic outlets, including Research Policy, IEEE Network, IEEE Software, Management Science, Criticism and the Journal of the Association for Information Systems [31, 24, 32, 5, 4, 14, 15], have published special issues on open-source software. Also evidencing the wide volume of research addressing the open-source phenomenon, many exaustive literature review articles pertaining the topic are available [27, 1, 9, 16, 11, 6, 28].

The phenomenon has drawn recurrent attention across a wide array of disciplines, from the more technical ones (i.e., Computer Science and Software Engineering) to more social-oriented ones (i.e., Management and Innovation studies). The vast and heterogeneous volume of research addressing the open-source software phenomenon has been tentatively explained by 1) its impact: open source software has an extensive impact on the economy and society; (2) its theoretical tension: the phenomenon deviates sharply from the existing theory in different fields; (3) its transparency: open source software has offered unprecedented access to research-data; (4) its communal reflexivity: the open-source...
community frequently engage in a dialog on its functioning (it also has its own research community); and (5) its proximity with academia: processes in open source software resembles knowledge production in science (in many instances, open source software is an output of research processes) [30].

On the industry side, practitioners, which often deal with open vs. closed technological dilemmas, also provided valuable theoretical contributions by proposing a novel way of measuring openness in digital platforms/ecosystems by taking a governance point of view [13]. In the terms 'open-data' and 'open-content', the Open Knowledge high-networked organization also proposed a definition of “openness” in relation to data and content [20] which re-emphasizes the original four Free Software Freedoms initially proposed by Stallman [25, 26]. In medicine, Dr. A. Kogelnik founded the open-medicine institute pinpointing open-source principles which call for systems and information to be shared in a community-based, collaborative manner; the combination of community and technology are stated as the driving force behind the open-medicine approach to medicine [19]. Other pioneers of the open-medicine movement also explicitly call for more 'open-source' in cancer and drug-discovery research [18, 3]. After all, if open-source software reshaped science and the IT industry, why would other areas be immune to increased openness?

Even if openness is recurrently being addressed both by academics and practitioners, most contributions take the perspective of a single stakeholder from the many that constitute a digital platform/ecosystem. Predominantly, they take the sole perspective of platform providers, those bundling hardware and software [17, 29]; or more rarely, the perspective of third-party software developers developing valuable software apps that add value to the overall platform [23]. If we want to be more inclusive and handle openness more holistically, we must start by acknowledging that openness means different things to different people [8] and involving all stakeholders within the platforms/ecosystems. By taking this more inclusive approach, as illustrated in Figure 1, we can obtain sharper insights on what is meant by openness and how we can measure it more consensually. This short paper aims to 'open minds' on openness by suggesting six different aspects of openness that emerge when investigating platforms/ecosystems with a more inclusive and holistic approach.

2. SIX DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF OPENNESS

First, openness is not just about software; it is also about hardware. A fully-open platform/ecosystem reveals itself across the overall platform stack from Silicon to Software (StoS): it starts with open chip-design, open-hardware and open-source software. For instance, Arduino and Raspberry Pi built up a great reputation as electronic prototyping platforms. They allow innovators to prototype ingenious combinations of open-hardware and open-source software, as evidenced by the emerging 3D printing industry. However, when innovators move from prototyping to production, the Arduino and Raspberry Pi chips are filled with ARM corporate proprietary Intellectual Property. The openness in hardware and the openness in software contrasts with the closedness in chip-design. Any innovator trying to sell products based on the above mentioned electronic prototype platforms is worse off than ARM corporate law attorneys. Holders of large patent portfolios, such as ARM, can freeze shipments and boost the legal expenses of innovators by simply filling DMCA take-down notices. In brief, within digital platforms/ecosystems openness is not necessarily just about software, it is about the overall platform stack.

Second, openness is not simply a function of the openness of its artifacts (hardware and software), but also a function of the way in which the same artifacts are developed. As in open-source software, openness in digital platforms/ecosystems is not just about the legal compliance with certain open-source software licenses [21], but also about the transparency and inclusiveness of its governance. For instance, the development transparency of Android is obscured by Google that keeps two source-code repositories where only a restricted set of partners have access to the newest version of Android’s blueprints, while the public-domain is left with the older versions. Regarding inclusiveness, if third-party software developers were more included in the governance of digital platform/ecosystems, we would witness fewer defective-by-design features, and less planned-obsolete protecting the business models from platform-core vendors. For instance, Apple has limited interest in supporting 3D acceleration or Flash technology in their mobile browsers in order to protect revenues from the Apple’s App Store. They do not wish users to play games directly from developers’ websites, but force users and developers to depend on Apple’s own infrastructure for trading mobile games. A fully-open platform/ecosystem is not just about the openness of its artifacts but also about the transparency and inclusiveness of its governance.

Third, novel digital platforms/ecosystems incorporate new market features for the distribution of third-party complements (e.g. Apple’s App Store and Google’s Play). Openness is also visible in those third-party distribution markets. To be fully open platforms/ecosystems, they should implement free-market economic policies, with little or no protectionism of parts, and should reward successful innovators and
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Figure 1: Assessing how different stakeholders construct openness in a platform/ecosystem.
entrepreneurs. Current third-party developers stumble on closed markets where the ranking and featuring of apps is done in an opaque and inconsistent way. Platform-core vendors often feature and protect the apps of selected partners at the expense of bootstrap innovators and entrepreneurs that struggle to increase the visibility of their innovative apps without access to market intelligence data (solely in the hands of the platform-core owner) [23, 7].

Fourth, fully-open platforms/ecosystems cannot be closed at side by legal mechanisms such as end-user license agreements (EULA), anti-fragmentation agreements (AFA), non-disclosure agreements (NDA) or patents portfolios hindering the use of relevant technologies. Fully-open platforms/ecosystems must implement an open intellectual property regime where social norms and values lower the need for legal contracts and reduce the involvement of law attorneys. The use of patent portfolios, both blocking new entrants and restricting competition and in the mobile device industry, leads to paradoxical situations, such as the one where the HTC mobile-device maker is paying more royalties to Microsoft than to Google when selling its handsets based on Google’s Android. Decision makers in fully-open platforms/ecosystems should invest more in R&D than intellectual property pooling.

Another characteristic of fully-open platforms/ecosystems regards its compliance with standards. They use, promote and influence standards that do not prohibit conforming implementations in an open-source way [22]. Standards implementations should be interoperable and publicly available by royalty-free terms at reasonable and non-discriminatory costs. All patents essential to implementation of such standards must be licensed under royalty-free terms for unrestricted use or, alternatively, be covered by a promise of non-assertion when employed by open-source software. To illustrate some of the antagonistic effects of mixing standards with patents, we can learn from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) codec-wars: With so many audio/video standards affected by many known software patents, the World W3C updated its HTML5 specs to support the Theora video and Vorbis audio open-source formats in a move to keep the Internet free of the danger of “submarine” patents issued by large companies. Submarine patents are patents whose issuance and publication are intentionally delayed. They allow applicants to promote standards protected by patents that stay “underwater” for long periods until they “emerge” and surprise the relevant markets. Overall, fully-open platforms/ecosystems empower standards available to everyone, without patents constraining their implementation in the public domain.

Finally, fully-open platforms/ecosystems should not employ defective-by-design lock-in mechanisms that technically or practically increase the switching-costs of users. For example, a few years ago it was very easy to switch mobile phones: one simply needed to copy their contacts to the SIM card and move them from one device to another. In the smartphone era, switching to a device from another vendor is highly impractical due to defective-by-design lock-in mechanisms: What would happen to the contacts, the messages, the music playlists, the downloaded maps, the internet-bookmarks, the installed apps and other data? What about the new vocabulary entries added to the device input-methods dictionaries? Are they open enough so that we can move them from one device to another? Is it technically possible? And practicable?

![Figure 2: Assessing how different stakeholders construct openness in a platform/ecosystem](image)

The Figure 2 visually aggregates the proposed six aspects of openness regarding 1) architectural (hardware and software); 2) compliance with standards; 3) transparency and inclusiveness of governance; 4) free market policies rewarding innovation and entrepreneurship; 5) presence/absence of purposive lock-in mechanisms; and 6) an open regime of intellectual property.

3. A LIVELY EXAMPLE OF OPENNESSES

It might be that a fully-open platform/ecosystem is a utopia, an abstract and theoretical concept never implementable in practice. This viewpoint might argue that Google Android or Apple iOS are actually quite closed, but it also reveals one example of a champion in openness: The Milkymist [12], a video DJ computer-based platform/ecosystem initiated by a young French enthusiast. The hardware is open, the software is open, the community is open. Apparently they are not rich, they do not grab much media attention, but they innovate transparently and inclusively without patents, without R&D subsidizes from governments or access to high-capital provided by banks. Their platform can be studied, modified and actually distributed by everyone interested in their technology while a sense of fairness is kept within their community.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Why is Milkymist a champion in openness?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Architecture</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Governance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Market</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intellectual property</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standards compliance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lock-in mechanism</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In conclusion, the echoes of the open-source software phenomenon are being heard outside its original software boundaries. Nowadays, we do not talk just about open-source, but also about open-data, open-hardware, open-platform, open-access, open-medicine, etc. The openness of open-source software is demanded in other domains, however, with different meanings of openness. The six aspects of openness
introduced here should be useful to scholars and practitioners by enabling a greater understanding of the open-source software phenomenon outside the domain of pure software products. We conclude by remarking that we are not arguing for openness (i.e. the more the better) but exploring it in a digital platforms and ecosystems setting.
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